
 

     

 

         

 
 

 

 

Get a Competitive Advantage by  

Starting Your Legal Journey on the 

Certificate in Legal Studies 
The most popular preparatory path to success on the 

Graduate Diploma in English and Hong Kong Law 
 

 Join the Certificate in Legal Studies (CLS) and get an introduction to many 

of the subjects you'll study on the Graduate Diploma in English and Hong 

Kong Law (GDEHKL) and associated top-up LL.B. course; 

 Start your studies at sub-degree level to get an unparalleled foundation for 

continuing your studies on the GDEHKL;  

 Meet some of the teachers who will be teaching you on the GDEHKL;* 

 Get a competitive advantage by practising your law exam and assignment 

writing technique before you start the GDEHKL; 

 Graduate with your first legal qualification in only nine months, on a 

course with an 80-90% exam success rate 

 Join the ranks of our Certificate in Legal Studies alumni who include law 

firm partners, barristers, members of the judiciary, CEOs and senior 

executives of listed companies, professors, foreign lawyers, senior 

economists and legal officers of international companies. 

* Teaching team may vary. Currently four of the teachers on the Certificate in Legal Studies (General 

Stream) also teach on the GDEHKL.  

"Enrolling on the Certificate in Legal Studies was the first and an 

essential step towards my dream.  On top of the legal principles learned 

in class, I also acquired a good knowledge of legal skills from those 

qualified professionals in this field.  The Certificate in Legal Studies is 

the best start for building up a sound and solid legal foundation." 

Irene (graduated from the GDEHKL with a Distinction this year) 



 

     

 

         

 
 

How the Certificate in Legal Studies  

Helps you Prepare for the GDEHKL 

Subjects studied on 

GDEHKL 

Similar subjects taught on 

Certificate in Legal Studies 

Contract Law ✔ Law of Obligations 

Law of Tort ✔ Law of Obligations 

HK Legal System ✔ Hong Kong Legal System and 

Method 

HK Constitutional Law ✔ Hong Kong Basic Law 

Subjects studied on 

LL.B. (Hons) Hong Kong 

Similar subjects taught on 

Certificate in Legal Studies 

Business Associations ✔ Business Associations 

Civil Procedure ✔ Civil Procedure 
 

All subjects are taught at QF Levels 3 or 4 on the CLS, and QF Level 5 on the GDEHKL and LL.B. 

Legal system, constitutional law and civil procedure are taught based on Hong Kong law on all 

courses. Contract, Tort and Business Associations are taught based on Hong Kong law on the CLS, 

and English law on the GDEHKL/LL.B. However there is a high degree of overlap due to the 

similarities between Hong Kong and English law in these areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Graduate Diploma in English and Hong Kong Law and LL.B. (Hons) Hong Kong are exempted course under the 

Non Local Higher and Professional Education (Regulation) Ordinance.  

It is a matter of discretion for individual employers to recognize any qualification to which this course may lead. 

Continuing Education Fund 

The Certificate in Legal Studies has been included in the list of reimbursable courses under the Continuing Education 

Fund. 

"People often ask me the same question: Why did I start my law studies on the 

Certificate in Legal Studies instead of using my bachelor's degree to go 

directly to the Graduate Diploma in English and Hong Kong Law? My answer 

is simple and practical: The CLS is a preparatory course that equips you for 

the GDEHKL. It is a chance to get into a routine of doing coursework, 

reading materials and attending evening classes after a long day of work. 

Once you have adapted to this schedule, you can handle the exams much more 

easily. Needless to say, the better your results on the GDEHKL, the higher 

your chance of securing a place on the PCLL. So I am still very grateful to 

have chosen CLS as the first course to begin my legal journey." 

Jasmin (graduated from the GDEHKL with a Distinction this year) 


